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Welcome!
At Rijk Zwaan, we would like to take our food service 
partners on a new, more dedicated and inspiring 

tour to the world of vegetables. As a seed 
company, we strongly believe that 

vegetables, besides the healthy 
benefits we profit from, can also 

be categorized according to their 
fantastic purpose in the 
kitchen, from unique attractive 
innovations with an 
outstanding preparation 
effectiveness to those who 

should not be missed as basic 
ingredients with great quality. 

For the good of our health and a 
sustainable earth, let us give 

vegetables the place on the menu they 
deserve. Enjoy reading and discovering!

Roberto Thomas 
Account Manager 
Business Development 

Jürgen Parschau
 Convenience Specialist
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  In this magazine

All you need in three categories 

Novelties | Easy preparation 
If you are looking for the latest vegetable 
novelties or if you would like to be 
amazed by how you can cut time cost 

when preparing your meals, do not look any further. 
This group is dedicated to those exceptional 
vegetable varieties that stand out due to their unique 
value, outstanding flavour and easy preparation in 
order to increase effectiveness in the kitchen and 
surprise even the most demanding palates.

Consumers` favourites
The “extra kick” in the kitchen or in the 
production line. The benefit of these 
vegetables is based on proven concepts 

that consumers prefer due to the success of these 
varieties in the market. Well-proven varieties with 
distinctive taste, colour, shape or size are 
highlighted here. Do not miss the opportunity to 
benefit from these added value products as 
ingredients for your personal creations.

Kitchen basics
These vegetables are used in every 
cuisine in the world, versatile friends of 
every cook, delivering the best base 

quality you can rely on, the all-rounders of Rijk 
Zwaan.
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 Aubergines  
are  

boring?
 

Nonsense!
  

Whether fried, grilled or stuffed: 

aubergines are very versatile and 

it is hard to imagine Mediterranean 

cuisine without them. Rijk Zwaan 

offers a wide range of aubergines in 

various shapes and colours and for 

various purposes. 

 

Italian ball  
gourmet aubergine
for veggie burgers
firm flesh
flavourful
diameter: 12-15 cm

Grafitti 
aubergine  
slightly sweet
less oil absorption
great for grilling
length: 17-20 cm
diameter: 6-9 cm

African 
aubergine  
mini aubergine
explosive taste
great for grilling
length: 6-10 cm
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Snowy aubergine
white, oval
shiny white colour
perfect for grilling
length: 17-20 cm
diameter: 6-9 cm
weight : 250-350 g

Chef´s white eggs
white, mini aubergine
shiny white colour
mild taste
length: 6-10 cm
diameter: 5-6 cm
weight : 70-100 g

Western standard
black, oval
for all types of cuisine
long shelf life
length: 17-22 cm
diameter: 6-9 cm
weight : 200-500 g

Baba Ganoush king
black, round
for all types of cuisine
long shelf life
length: 13-15 cm
diameter: 10-12 cm
weight : 300-500 g

More about aubergine

White edition Black edition
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One-bite snack

Appealing sizes

Mix of colours
No time for peeling?

Already done!
Thanks to their light green, almost white 

colour, these cucumbers look as if they have 
already been peeled. The cucumbers not 

only look striking, they are also so popular 
because they taste delicious.

Bi-coloured snack
One-bite-cucumber

Made to be eaten in a single bite. 
Quirk RZ, the one-bite cucumber is 

5 - 6 cm long.

The tasty snack
Mini cucumber

Enjoy the surprisingly  
crunchy bite of  

Quarto RZ.

Cutest snack
One-bite-cucumber

Made to be eaten in a single bite - 
Quatrino RZ. 

The one-bite-cucumber is  
5 - 6 cm long.

White cucumber

Mini cucumber snack
Quarto RZ

Asian cucumber  
Chinese type

Asian cucumber  
Russian Type

Long cucumber

Mini cucumber snack
Quatrino RZ

Mini cucumber snack
Quirk RZ

All about cucumber
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More product - less waste 
Juicy cucumber cavities are a challenge for fresh-cut companies. In cucumbers, 

the flesh in the cavity is softer and juicier than the flesh in the rest of the fruit, 

which can make it difficult to process. For that reason, cavities are often removed, 

generating lots of waste. For retail and food service applications, the larger and 

juicier cavity produces more moisture, which has a negative impact on the shelf 

life and taste of products.
 

standard cavity small cavity

Small-cavity cucumber
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A taste of modern Asian cuisine
Suitable for stir-frying 

In Western cuisine, cucumbers are usually eaten raw, such as in salads or 

as a snack. But in Asia the cucumber is widely used in stir-fry dishes too. 

The new Asian cucumber, after stir-frying, retains its bite, taste, juiciness, 

crunchiness and shape much better than the long cucumber.

Asian cucumber - we will wok you!

+
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Different colour
Chain partners have reacted enthusiastically to the new Sweet 
Palermo© colours. Chocolate-coloured variants are now available in 
addition to the red, orange and yellow ones. 

Different to look at
Sweet Palermo is recognizable by its typical twisted neck.

Different when cutting
It has a softer skin and very few seeds inside.

Different taste
For all colours, the focus is on the same three aspects: 
flavour – versatility – convenience.

Different use
Sweet Palermo can be cooked, stir-fried, grilled or steamed. Eat it raw 
as a quick snack, chopped, or sliced into cubes, strips or rings to add a 
surprisingly sweet accent to fresh salads. You can use it in a sandwich 
or serve it as a stuffed pepper to accompany drinks.

TIME FOR NEW COLOURS
Sweet Palermo is firmly established in many countries, so it 
is time for something new. Therefore we have introduced a 
new colour. In addition to the existing red, yellow and orange 
Sweet Palermo comes a chocolate-coloured version.

New member of Sweet-Palermo-family: Chocolony RZ

+
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Tricolour-pepper
Due to their convenient size, these peppers are perfect for stuffing. Their skin 

is smooth and suitable for warm fillings. They come in three different colours.

Snack pepper - the natural snack
These colourful mini peppers have an extraordinary sweet flavour and the best size for finger  

food creations, grill skewers, or simply as a healthy snack in lunch boxes or any on-the-go meals.

Sweet pepper  - big flavour -  small size 
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Some like it hot
Hot pepper - Serrano  

has a spicy and fresh taste. They are the classics of 
Mexican cuisine and, together with tomatoes, the basis 

for the famous Mexican Salsa Pico de Gallo. In their country of 
origin, Mexico, the pods are harvested green, but then ripen relatively quickly. When 

ripe, they develop a pleasant sweetness, together with their medium sharpness. This 
makes them ideal for fresh consumption, for spicing up salads and salsas, but also for 

cooking and pickling.

... and some extra hot!
Hot african pepper - Habanero 
has a pronounced pungency. In Mexico and the USA,  
habaneros are used for commercial hot sauce products. 
They can also be used to conjure up spicy sauces in the 
home kitchen. A habanero pod - finely chopped and well 
distributed not only adds fieriness to salsas, but also 
tropical flair.

SHU Scoville scale
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Pepper Pepperoncini Poblanco
Anaheim

Jalapeno Serrano Cayenne Bird´s eye Habaneros Red Savina Naga Jolokia
Naga Viper

Carolina Reaper
Pure Capsaicin

Bullhorn Chili
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Sweet pepper dolma

Sweet pepper kapya

Hot pepper bullhorn

Hot pepper sivri

Sweet pepper blocky

Sweet pepper  
Hungarian wax

Sweet pepper lamuyo

Sweet pepper  
speciality

Sweet pepper blocky

Hot pepper chili type

More about pepper

Sweet pepper  
Dulce italiano

Sweet pepper  
Dulce italiano

Sweet pepper kapya
grill master   • • • 
sweet
length: 12-16 cm
diameter: 5-7 cm
weight : 80-120 g

Sweet pepper dolma
easy to fill   • 
bitter
great for grilling
length:  7-9 cm
diameter: 5-6 cm
weight : 65 g

Sweet pepper  blocky
The allrounder   • • • • 
medium sweet
trustworthy quality
length: 8-10 cm
diameter: 8-10 cm
weight : 160-250 g

Sweet pepper lamuyo
eye catcher   • • • 
sweet and sour, for grilling,
wok and oven dishes
length:  13-20 cm
diameter: 10-13 cm
weight : 300-500 g

Hot pepper chili type
for hot sauces   • •
spicy
length:  12-14 cm
diameter: 1.5-1.8 cm
weight : 20-25 g 

Sweet pepper sivri
BBQ king • •
sweet, perfect  for stir-frying 
and Mediterranean dishes
length:  20-22 cm
diameter: 2.0-2.5 cm
weight : 50 g

Hot pepper bullhorn
versatile   •
mild hot, for grill and wok, 
very good shelf life
length:  19-23 cm
diameter: 4-5 cm
weight : 100 g

Sweet pepper  
speciality
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Shape: oval

Shape: pear

Shape: blockyCuor di Bue

Beef tomato - green

Mini tomato (cherry)

Large tomato

Shape: blocky

San Marzano type

Shape: round

Cocktail tomato

All about tomato

As you like 

various shapes
The rainbow

various colours The sweet bite

mini | cherry (<30 g)
The cocktail quality

cocktail (30-60 g)

Always a good choice

large (60-160 g)

Best base for tomato soup

XL | beef (>160 g)

The extraordinary shape

cuor di bue (>160 g)

Shape: blocky

Cocktail tomato
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Just try
Put colour and taste on the table

InternalRed  
Rijk Zwaan offers tomato varieties 
that stand out thanks to their 
attractive deep red internal colour. 
These varieties can be identified by 
the Internal Red label.

The colour of these tomatoes 
clearly differs from that of classic 
tomatoes. 

Thanks to the deep red colour of 
the whole fruit and the excellent 
flavour, Internal Red varieties offer 
special advantages in use, such 
as increasing the visual appeal of 
sandwiches, soups and salads.

THE CHEF S̀ FAVOURITE
Cubelli tomatoes have a unique, slightly blocky shape. The 
tomatoes remain firm and their shape does not change 
when heated. Therefore, they are ideal for stuffing 

or baking in the oven. The full, herby flavour sets them 
apart from other tomato varieties. Cubellis score significantly 
better in consumer research thanks to their higher Brix 
value. Their flavour remains constant even as they continue to 
ripen. Cubelli tomatoes are available both as loose tomatoes and as truss 
tomatoes.

Internal Red classic tomato

+ +
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Reddery RZ
The great taste, the intense sweetness and the crunchy bite, 

combined with the deep red colour, make Reddery a popular 

tomato. This mini tomato can be prepared in many different 

ways, from a bite-sized snack or salad ingredient to roasted or 

grilled tomatoes that can be served with your favourite dish.

Reddery
RZ

Fallin
g in love with

the sweet Cherry tomato

+
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Longer fresh thanks to Knox™

  delayed pinking in 
fresh-cut lettuce

  the cut surfaces 
stay white longer 

  already available 
in many 

Rijk Zwaan lettuce types

  high flexibility 
when presented in 

lettuce bars

Pinking in fresh-cut lettuce?
Not with Knox!

+
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Made for Snack
Crunchy lettuce offers numerous 

new serving possibilities for 

restaurants and food service outlets. 

As the spoon shaped leaves stay 

crunchy even when combined with 

warm ingredients, the leaves can 

be used as edible spoons or as a 

garnish for burgers and sandwiches.

Premium sweet lettuce with bite

Crunchy Lettuce 
The uniform green leaves are elongated as those of a Cos 

lettuce. They have the crisp and crunchy bite of an Iceberg 

lettuce. This combination offers a new taste experience.

+
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Snack it!

Let´S  Wrap lettuceLet´S  Wrap Lettuce

Lettuce Wrap
Crunchy lettuce leaves as packaging are a valuable solution 
for "to go" consumption. The crunchy leaf and delicious 
filling will surprise consumers -  
fresh, natural and with less carbohydrates.

+
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Lettuce adds freshness, colour and bite to a 

sandwich. Yet it wilts quickly when combined 

with acidic dressings or hot fillings. 

Classic triangel

Salanova® Crispy

• crispy leaves
• vibrant green
• juicy mild taste

Burger

Salanova® Batavia

• firm and crispy leaves
• nice frilled leaf edge
• leaf size fits perfect for 

burgers

Baguette

Open Heart Cos

• many narrow and long 
leaves

• even leaf size
• better shelf life due to 

solid mid rib

Sub sandwich

Batavia Lettuce

• firm leaf
• attractively frilled leaf 

edge
• good shelf life

Flat bread

Crunchy Lettuce | Cos Lettuce 

• crunchy bite
• short and long leaves 

available
• excellent shelf life

Wraps

Open Heart Cos

• many narrow and long 
leaves

• even leaf size
• better shelf life due to 

solid mid rib

German Brötchen

Lollo Rossa | Lollo Bionda

• Lollo fits perfect to size of 
the roll

• nice frilled leaf edge
• red and green for more 

diversity

12 - 15 cm 10 - 12 cm 15 - 20 cm 20 cm 15 - 20 cm

15 - 20 cm12 - 15 cm

One for all: Crystal Lettuce
Crystal lettuce has a sweet, crunchy bite and 

high count of robust leaves. The leaves retain 

their texture and crunchiness well in combination 

with both hot and acidic ingredients.

Lettuce leaf solutions

+
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      Unique traits

Salanova stands for numerous bite-sized babyleaves. 
With just one cut at the base, Salanova 

lettuce separates into multiple tasty, 

ready-to-eat- leaves.

• no need to separate the leaves

• very good shelf life before and after 

cutting

Salanova® leaf Salanova® butter Salanova® oak Salanova® bataviaSalanova® crispy Salanova® leafSalanova® butterSalanova® oakSalanova® batavia Salanova® crispy

Step 3

Step 2

Step 1

Step 1 (Crispy)

Speed up preparation
One cut, ready!

+
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Salanova Teenleaf -
our solution for 
lettuce mixes
Delivered fresh cut -  

one work step saved

Salanova® Teenleaf varieties are harvested at 

a stage between babyleaf and whole head. 

This results in a high yield of stable and well 

coloured leaves.

Teenleaf is available in a wide range of 

colours, textures and leaf shapes. In addition, 

some varieties already have the Knox™ trait, 

which delays the pinking in lettuce at the cut 

surface. 

Teenleaf combines taste, a crunchy bite and 

good shelf life with optimal conditions for 

mechanical harvest.

 

Salad blends

Salanova® Teenleaf is available in all conceivable colours, 

textures and leaf shapes: green, red, crispy, soft, frilly and 

round - making it possible to grow and mix the main three 

fresh cut category salad blends.
Sweet & 
Crunchy

Mild &
Colourful

Bold &
Delicate

+
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Round leaves, full flavour 
The new variety Sparkle does not only 

differ from traditionally shaped rocket due 

to its round shape, but also in its taste

• extends the range of lettuce mixes

• smooth look and feel

• spices up the assortment.

Round - spicy  
Rocket

The new way to enjoy

+
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standard

All ingredients for 
success 
The appealing colour of this pole slicing 

bean is a particular eye-catcher. Besides, 

another major benefit is that the variety 

is virtually stringless, which makes it very 

easy to prepare. The intense taste ensures 

that consumers make repeat purchases. 

Natural
sweetness

Intense
colour Nutritional value 

Convenient
preparation Versatility

+
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mini salad

cabbage

Cabbisi goes salad 

Cabbisi offers the following health benefits 
in a new food trend. The latest offspring of 
the cabbage family is rich in vitamin K and 
antioxidants such as glucosinolates. It has the 
attributes of lettuce that consumers value so 
highly, making it quick and easy to prepare –  
no cooking required. Cabbisi is irresistibly trendy 
and a guaranteed hit at any social gathering. 

easy to prepare
perfect for your mixed salad

inside colour
attractive inside colour 

combination of
white, yellow and green

The new ingredient for your salad
 cabbisi™   

The mini salad cabbage

crunchy
healthy

small

w
 ne

trendy

mild

  &   
sweet

easy

cru
nchy

healthy

small

w ne
trendy

mild

  &  
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easy
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The tasty eye-catcher

Romanesco

The amazing addition

Purple cauliflower

The green counterpart

Green cauliflower

The familiy member

Broccoli
The well known

White cauliflower

Mini assortment 
Following the trend of 
recent years, we cannot 
leave mini cauliflower and 
broccoli aside. They offer an 
attractive appearance, good 
shelf life and perfect size for 
single veggie portions with 
the full taste.

Cauliflower - one big family
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Striking colour and 
great flavour

It is purple all over, both on the 

outside and the inside, so it really 

catches the eye. A striking colour, 

great flavour and healthy ingredients - 

this cauliflower has all these features.

Purple Cauliflower
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White tip radish with a striking 

red colour and special shape 

offers a nice crisp and mild spicy 

flavour. This well-known radish 

type is suitable for dicing, as 

a salad ingredient or in tacos, 

omelettes and sandwiches.  

It can also be pickled, braised  

or roasted.

French breakfast radish
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Red beet - the delicious choice

Well-rounded mini wonder
Betty RZ 

Giving a tasty look to your own creation, 

baby beet has the perfect size to be eaten 

roasted or baked as a whole 

or in bite-sized quarters.

The tastiest red beet  
Monty RZ 
With an outstanding brix and 

betanine content. The perfect 

ingredient for the healthiest red 

beet juice, dip, chips or even as a meat 

substitute for veggie burgers.
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Our ambition
is to share the fun, joy and vitality of salad 
vegetables all over the world. Love my 
Salad is an interactive platform for salad 
lovers, consumers and professionals. It is 
a place where anyone with a passion for 
fresh salads can join in, share their story 
and inspire others. 

Partner with us
We love working with our partners, 
organising joint promotions, product 
campaigns, content creation and 
influencer events. Head to www.youtube.
com/lovemysalad for an impression of 
our activities and partnership ideas.

Find inspriration:

www.lovemysalad.com

+
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Aubergine
Araceli RZ Grafitti aubergine | oval | striped

10-803 RZ Italian ball | round | purple

Kazinga RZ African aubergine | mini | oval | white

Lato RZ Snowy white | oval | white

Tracey RZ Western standard | oval | black

Cheryl RZ Baba Ganoush king | round | black

Pepper
Chocolony RZ Sweet Palermo | brown

Yosemite  RZ Sweet Palermo | yellow

Obedius RZ Sweet Palermo | orange

Palermo RZ Sweet Palermo | red

New varieties Sweet pepper | snack

Triyello RZ Sweet pepper | specialty | yellow

Triora RZ Sweet pepper | specialty |  orange

Trirosso RZ Sweet pepper | specialty  | red

Allrounder RZ Sweet pepper | blocky | yellow

Jack Miller RZ Sweet pepper | blocky | orange

Redwing RZ Sweet pepper | blocky | red

Dolmaggio RZ Sweet pepper | dolma

Crucero RZ Sweet pepper | lamuyo | red

Bellisa RZ Sweet pepper | kapya

Lumbard RZ Sweet pepper | sivri

Azteca RZ Hot pepper | kapya

Lengai RZ Hot pepper | African | habanero | red

Labao RZ Hot pepper | bullhorn

Avital RZ Hot pepper | chili type

Cucumber
Quatrino RZ Mini cucumber | one-bite-snack
Quirk RZ Mini cucumber | one-bite-snack | bi-coloured
Quarto RZ Mini cucumber | snack | green

Snowwell RZ Mini cucumber | snack | white

Consapino RZ Cucumber | long | small cavity 
Verdon RZ Cucumber | long

Wokcue RZ Cucumber | Asian type

Valigora RZ Gherkin

Tomato
Reddery RZ Mini | round | red | 12-16 g

Redetto RZ Mini | blocky | red | 17-22 g

Gourami RZ Mini | blocky | green | 9-11 g

Anamaria RZ Mini | oval | red | 10 g

Solarino RZ Mini | oval | red | 10-12 g 

Operino RZ Mini | pear shape | orange | 10-12 g

Rasbora RZ Mini | oval | pink | 10-13 g

Blenny RZ Mini | blocky | yellow | 10-15 g

Daltary RZ Mini | round | red | 14-18 g

Bellioso RZ Cocktail | round | red | 35-45 g

Brioso RZ Cocktail | round | red | 35-45 g

Papeletto RZ Cocktail | blocky | red | 45-50 g

Roterno RZ Large | round | red | 90-100 g 

Plumola RZ Large | oval | red | 100-110 g

Sweeterno RZ Large | round | red | 100-110 g

Santiana RZ Large | round | red | 140-170 g

Kawaguchi RZ XL | round | pink | 160-190 g

Montenegro RZ XL | flat round | green | 180-220 g

Rugantino RZ XL | ribbed | Cour di bue | green| 200-250 g

Kivu RZ XL | flat round | red | 260-280 g 
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Lettuce | Lettuce leaf solutions

Expertise RZ Knox™ Salanova Crispy | Classic triangle

Caravel RZ Salanova Batavia | Burger

Patrona RZ Open Heart Cos | Baguette

81-BA4340 RZ Batavia lettuce | green | Sub sandwich

Malenita RZ Crunchy lettuce | green | Flat bread

Traject RZ Leaf lettuce | red | German Brötchen

Lisboa RZ Leaf lettuce | green | German Brötchen

Lalique RZ Crystal lettuce | one for all

Corianas RZ Knox™ Iceberg lettuce

Lettuce Salanova® | "one cut ready" 

Caravel RZ Salanova® Batavia | green

Bonarda RZ Knox™ Salanova® Batavia | red

Gagarin RZ Knox™ Salanova® Oak | green

Cousteau RZ Salanova® Oak| green

Xem RZ Salanova® Oak | red

Hawking RZ Salanova® Butter| green

Hilbert RZ Salanova® Butter | green

Barlach RZ Salanova® Butter | red

Davinci RZ Knox™ Salanova® Butter | red

Expertise RZ Salanova® Crispy | green

Exalto RZ Salanova® Crispy | green

Tralex RZ Salanova® Crispy | red

Lettuce Salanova® | Teenleaf

Exanimo RZ Knox™ Salanova® Crispy | green

Pamex RZ Knox™ Salanova® Crispy | red

Yves RZ Knox™ Salanova® Crispy | red

Gibbard RZ Salanova® Butter | green

Chalmers RZ Knox™ Salanova® Butter | green

Kalat RZ Knox™ Salanova® Butter | red

79-ML4486 RZ Knox™ Salanova® Oak | red

Brassica
Piccolima RZ Pointed salad cabbage | mini
Lincma RZ Pointed cabbage

Madlene RZ Savoy cabbage

Lech RZ Kohlrabi | green

Ukza RZ Kohlrabi | purple

Beas RZ Kohlrabi | white

Dexter RZ Cauliflower | white

Ormonde RZ Cauliflower | mini cauliflower | white
Vitaverde RZ Cauliflower | mini cauliflower | green
Lavender RZ Cauliflower | violett

Puntoverde RZ Romanesco | mini romanesco
Larsson RZ Brokkoli | mini brokkoli
Vicario RZ Brokkoli | mini brokkoli

Radish
Junon  RZ Radish | long | French breakfast

Red beet
Monty  RZ Red beet

Betty RZ Red beet | mini

Rucola
Sparkle RZ Rucola | round

Bean
Faiza  RZ Pole slicing bean

Crunchy Lettuce | Made for snack | Let´s wrap

Galactita RZ Crunchy lettuce | large

Malenita RZ Crunchy lettuce | large

cabbisi™   
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Find tasty recipes on: lovemysalad.com
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descriptions, illustrations and information.
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